Certain medieval and early modern queens are deemed “unpopular” in classrooms, documentaries, and even histories and conference presentations. However, recent scholarship reveals the hazards of accepting negative primary source accounts uncritically as evidence of contemporary notoriety. The notion of a jealous rivalry between a calculating Anne of Beaujeu, unofficial regent of France for her brother Charles VIII from 1484-1492, and a haughty, vindictive Anne of Brittany, queen of France, can be traced to one observation by Brantôme. As for Anne of Brittany’s supposed bad character, Didier Le Fur has followed it back to a single comment by Commynes: after the death of Anne’s three-year-old son, Commynes reports, King Charles VIII organized a festival to cheer the queen, who sat quietly with a sullen expression (she appeared “fâchée”). Once we recognize that Catherine de Médici owes her reputation for wickedness to Protestant pamphleteers, we need to nuance our view of her contemporary reputation. The same is true for Anne Boleyn, victim of a factional fight for power.

In this essay we would like to examine modern assumptions about the reputation of Isabeau of Bavaria (1371-1435), another queen popularly imagined to have suffered the scorn of her contemporaries. Scholars have shown the charges most frequently made against this queen in histories—adultery, cupidity, neglect of her children, and political incompetence—to be without foundation. Thus we will not revisit the old argument that the queen has been unfairly vilified. Rather, we are interested in the modern perception that Isabeau was unpopular among her contemporaries, which continues to be taken for granted in the most recent scholarship. The old image of a frivolous spendthrift surrounded
by a flock of scandalous ladies common in histories of the fifteenth century has been revised, replaced by that of a generally respectable queen and entourage unfairly maligned by the people, beleaguered by abusive rumors, “stigmatized as disruptive, conniving, malicious, and publicly dangerous.” For the modern reader, accustomed to the systematic destruction of political figures, there is nothing implausible in the idea that a woman as powerful as Isabeau would have attracted personal attacks during her lifetime. And yet, when one seeks to verify assertions like “Extremely unpopular, Isabeau allied with Duke Louis of Orléans, leading to rumors of an affair and other misconduct,” one emerges with very little evidence. Of the many chroniclers of her time, only one, the monk of St. Denis, the Burgundian-leaning Michel Pintoin, reports any complaints about Isabeau, and he does so only in his entry for the year 1405, when he notes on four occasions that wise men murmured that the king’s brother, Duke Louis of Orleans, and the queen were mismanaging the realm. (One other chronicle, that attributed to Jean Juvénal des Ursins, repeats the criticism of Louis and Isabeau found in Pintoin’s. However, because this section of Juvénal des Ursins’s chronicle is an abridged translation of Pintoin’s, the passage cannot be taken as further evidence.) The only other source that suggests that Isabeau’s contemporaries did not think highly of her is an anonymous verse pamphlet known as the “Songe véritable,” composed circa 1406 by a supporter of the queen’s political enemy Duke Jean of Burgundy.

In the first section of this essay, we argue that these two sources prove not that public opinion turned against Isabeau in 1405-1406, but only that Jean of Burgundy was planting negative propaganda about her in hopes of damaging her reputation during those years. We have discussed the sources in detail elsewhere. However, we return to them here, because they offer a point of departure for reflecting more generally on the problem of female reputation in the medieval and early modern periods. We discuss this in part two, the heart of the present essay, considering whether it is possible to speak at all of a queen’s reputation among the public during these times. As Isabeau’s example demonstrates, the views of a single biased chronicler (or that chronicler’s informant) and a political enemy cannot be taken to represent the opinion of a wide public. However, this leaves open a larger question: can any medieval
source be said to reflect public opinion? Although Habermas’s notion of the public sphere has been critiqued and modified, his suggestion that medieval publics were restricted and able to form opinions only in limited senses requires attention. We propose, thus, that to consider a queen’s reputation, we need to historicize the concept of public opinion and study contemporary perceptions in relation to the particular modalities of discussion and expression available to given groups. In the case of Isabeau, Claude Gauvard’s conclusions about public opinion in early fifteenth-century France offer a useful perspective on how the various publics of Paris received their information and, therefore, provide an optic through which to reexamine the traces of the queen’s reputation scattered throughout documents of that period.

In the final section of the essay we apply Gauvard’s perspective to what was written about Isabeau during her own time. We hope to show that although such traces cannot be read as straightforward indications of reputation in our modern sense, when we lift them out of the narratives in which they are embedded and reinterpret them with reference to their status as a particular type of public opinion, they offer important insights about how the queen was regarded by her contemporaries. When one gathers all the evidence, the image of Isabeau that emerges most consistently across different groups is nothing like the negative one commonly assumed, but rather that of a loving mother protecting her son, the heir to the throne.

The Sources of the Queen’s Negative Reputation

The two sources that suggest Isabeau to have been unpopular during her lifetime were written during the same few years, 1405–1406, a critical period in the Orleanist–Burgundian feud. The king of France, Charles VI (1368–1422), had been suffering from lengthy episodes of insanity since 1392, leaving control of the royal council to his uncle, Duke Philip of Burgundy, and his brother, Duke Louis of Orleans, when he was unable to function. When Philip died in 1404, his son and heir Jean demanded the same degree of power and control over the kingdom’s finances that his father had exercised. But his relationship to the king—his cousin—did not warrant the degree of power accorded his
father, brother of one king, uncle of another, and Louis and Isabeau attempted to block the new Duke of Burgundy, who occupied only the fifth place in the royal council in 1404 and 1405, in his demands for access to power and funds. In response, Jean and his army marched into Paris in August, 1405, took possession of the young dauphin, and attempted, without success, to gain control of the king. Louis and the queen represented such a significant obstacle to Jean’s goals that Jean had Louis assassinated in 1407.

This is the historical context of the two sources adduced as proof of Isabeau’s contemporary notoriety. Let’s now consider the four complaints against the queen reported by chronicler Michel Pintoin. Before laying them out, it is important to note that within the larger context of chronicles recording the events of the queen’s lifetime, Pintoin’s reports of discontent are unique. Other chronicles, like those of Jean Froissart, Enguerrand Monstrelet, Jean Le Fèvre de Saint-Rémy, the anonymous author of the Chronique des Cordeliers, Pierre Cochon, Pierre Cousinot, and Jean Juvénal des Ursins, do not suggest that the queen was disliked (with the exception of Juvénal des Ursins’s borrowed passage). True, the Orleanist-leaning chronicle attributed to Pierre Cousinot mentions that the Duke of Burgundy spread lies about Louis and Isabeau among vagabonds and in taverns. But the absence of criticism in other chronicles suggests that even if the Duke of Burgundy was circulating stories about the queen, they did not catch on beyond Pintoin. As Bernard Guenée has warned, any event described by Pintoin that is not corroborated in other sources should be handled with caution.

Caution indeed. When we contextualize the four complaints that Louis and Isabeau were mismanaging funds historically, they look like opportunistic claims planted by supporters of Jean of Burgundy. In 1405, as we have seen, Louis and Isabeau prevented Jean’s access to royal funds. The Royal Council, under Louis’s direction, imposed taxes in 1405 to fund the war against England, giving Jean, who, like his father before him, garnered popularity in Paris by protesting against taxes, the opportunity to play the financial reformer. Pintoin’s first report of popular discontent emerges in tandem with his announcement that French knights were unable to protect the people from the English, who kept attacking on all sides of the kingdom. According to Pintoin,
the French blamed their general misery on the queen and the Duke of Orleans, whom they saw as the cause of their financial worries and the war: “hearts bitter, suffering nobles and commoners alike, along with the clergy, deemed detestable the intolerable yoke placed upon the people in the guise of taxes levied for the war that would not let them enjoy the beauty of peace and the luxurious repose of the world. The inhabitants put the blame upon the queen and the Duke of Orleans, who were governing ineffectively.” Immediately following this passage, Pintoin reports that Jean voted in the Royal Council against new taxes to support the war. Pintoin’s second report of discontent features an Augustinian monk, Jacques Legrand, who scolds Isabeau and her courtiers in the spring of 1405. Once again, the root of the complaint is the war: “Venus occupies the throne in your court,” he announces, presumably to Isabeau. “Certainly drunkenness and debauchery follow her, turning night into day, with continual dissolute dancing.” This type of insult was commonly used against ineffective soldiers who were called soldiers of Venus rather than Mars, that is, emasculated lackeys. Pintoin reports that the king asked Legrand for a repeat performance; Legrand explains to the king that during the time of Charles V, heavy taxes were imposed for the war, but at least the French won sometimes! Pintoin’s third criticism of Isabeau begins with noble seigneurs asking that the kingdom be watched over, because, the monk asserts, the queen and Louis, by virtue of the rights they enjoyed as the nearest relatives of the king, had arrogated supreme authority to themselves whenever the king was insane and were deciding things on their own without consulting the uncles and cousins of the king or the other members of the Royal Council. Just afterwards the king scolds the queen for neglecting to caress the dauphin. Finally Pintoin suggests that there were complaints that Louis and the queen refused to come to Paris to end the standoff between Louis and Jean after the latter seized the dauphin and brought him back to Paris in an attempt to take control of the government. In 1405, then, the war against the English was not going well for the French. By planting reports of complaints of mismanagement against the Duke of Orleans and the queen with Pintoin, the politically ambitious Duke of Burgundy appears to have taken advantage of the general discontent with the war to justify his attempts to seize power.
Pintoin’s sympathies, entirely with the Burgundians in 1405, changed when Jean had Louis murdered in 1407 to clear the way for his own rise. In later years, Pintoin actively deplores the Duke of Burgundy’s ambition, evincing amazement that the man was able to impose himself upon the French with such ease in 1418. As for Pintoin’s attitude towards Isabeau, after 1405, he records nothing further negative about her. When she appears again in his chronicle, in 1407, he depicts her as a bereaved mother, loudly bewailing her newborn who had survived only a few hours. This is in stark contrast with the indifferent mother of 1405 whom he describes as forgetting to caress the dauphin. But with the violent demise of the Duke of Orleans and subsequent seizure of power by Jean, the negative narrative about Isabeau lost its purpose. Had the public genuinely hated her for mismanaging funds, Pintoin would have noted this in his accounts of the Cabochian revolt of 1413, when the Parisians were more vocal about royal waste than at any other time during her reign. True, the arrest of some members of Isabeau’s entourage during the Cabochian revolt has been construed as evidence of her unpopularity. However, this interpretation cannot be correct. Although histories have tended to focus solely upon Isabeau’s entourage, advisors of both the king and the queen were arrested. As the monk Pavilly expressed it, “au Jardin du Roy et de la Reyne y avoit de tres-mauvaises herbes, et perilleuses, c’est à sçavoir quelques serviteurs et servants, qu’il falloit sarcler et oster” (there were very bad and dangerous weeds in the garden of the king and queen, that is, some followers whom it was necessary to yank out). Certainly nothing suggests that the king was not well-loved despite the Cabochians’ eradication of the “bad weeds” crowding the royal garden. Given that the arrests of Isabeau’s advisors were part of this wider sweep that included the king’s entourage, they do not lend support to the assumption that queen and her entourage were unpopular.

The second source is the anonymous poem known as the “Songe véritable,” composed circa 1406. A story of the search of Commune Renommé (Common Knowledge) for whoever is spiriting away all the king’s money, the poem has been treated by scholars as a savage indictment of the queen by the Parisian public. However, like Pintoin’s chronicle for 1405, it appears to be a Burgundian product: two of its
main figures, Louis of Orleans and Jean de Montaigu, were killed by order of Jean.

The poem has already been used to disprove the widely held notion that a rumor of a love affair between Isabeau and Louis circulated in Paris in 1405. As R. C. Famiglietti has explained, “If, indeed, there had been even the merest suspicions of an adulterous relationship between the queen and the duke of Orleans, would not the author have used them somewhere in this poem? He was certainly close enough to the court to have heard such gossip, if it existed, for he was able to name and vilify in the ‘Songe’ many members of Isabeau’s household.” We push Famiglietti’s argument further, suggesting that the poem proves that Isabeau was much loved, or at least that Jean believed her to be so.

One of the poem’s allegorical characters, Fortune, explains that she has planted many good things in Isabeau’s garden, including “bon renommé” (good reputation). Now, however, she is threatening to destroy the queen’s name in the near future. She mentions that she became angry at Isabeau one year ago, implying that her attitude towards the queen had changed abruptly: “Mon yre encontre elle torna / Si que en mains d’une année / Fu Royne mal clamée” (line 1735; My anger turned against her / So that in the space of less than a year / rumors spread about the queen). If the work was written in 1406, Fortune’s sudden ire corresponds precisely to the date when Jean would have begun to spread rumors about the queen. However, most importantly for this study of Isabeau’s reputation, Fortune further clarifies that she has not yet achieved the desired result: the queen’s defamation. When she refers to what she has in store for the queen, Fortune uses the future tense: “Je ly feray avoir tel honte, / Et tel dommage et telle perte, / Qu’en la fin en sera deserete” (lines 1736-38; I will bring such shame to her / and such damage and loss / that in the end she will be ruined by it). Moreover, although the poem insults Charles VI’s closest advisors, his brother, Louis of Orleans, his uncle, Duke Jean of Berry, and the king’s grand maître d’hôtel, Jean de Montaigu, whom Jean had executed in 1409, Isabeau plays a lesser role in the poem. She is reprimanded for putting all of her thought into how to “prendre ce qu’elle en peut” (line 1035; get everything she can), but she is spared the long lists of crimes attributed to the other more prominent characters.
In sum, if the “Songe véritable” was written in 1406, as critics believe to have been the case, the poem confirms what we have concluded from reading Pintoin’s chronicle, that in roughly 1405 Jean of Burgundy began undermining the queen and Louis of Orleans. In projecting the fall of the queen into the future (“Je ly feray avoir tel honte”), the poem indicates that Fortune has not succeeded in bringing about the queen’s disgrace. Far from evidence of widespread dislike, the poem is strong proof that Isabeau was well-regarded. Had she been despised, Jean of Burgundy would have felt no need to defame her.

Public Opinion and “Fama” in the Fifteenth Century

The self-interest behind the complaints recorded by Pintoin and the “Songe véritable” is easy to discern and would have been visible to contemporaries. Then, as now, bias was recognized as a problem by those seeking information about the fama of someone. During trials “judges wanted to know who made the fama: ‘Does it proceed from his enemies or ill-wishers?’” Moreover, the facts that reports of discontent disappear as abruptly from Pintoin’s chronicle as they had appeared and that besides this chronicle, no other negative mention except the “Songe véritable” exists, suggest that although for a short period of time Isabeau’s Burgundian enemies attempted to destroy her reputation, the ploy failed. Other remaining traces of her reputation, even all other examples from Pintoin’s chronicle, suggest that she was positively viewed. But do we have any more cause to trust these positive traces than the negative ones? Perhaps all traces of reputation represent the views of a small and interested group. Promoting one’s own reputation while damaging an enemy’s before a large group of listeners was a common strategy for representing power. An example is the series of letters that Philip of Burgundy had read before the Parlement claiming that the realm was being mismanaged by Louis of Orleans. Other examples include the insulting letters that Louis of Orleans and Jean of Burgundy sent about each other to various towns of the kingdom to be read in public during the course of their struggle. More generally, Habermas cautions that chroniclers inevitably record stagings of power, attempts to control public opinion, rather than genuine public opinion, because no
such thing existed before the eighteenth century. Because the medieval public was “directly connected to the concrete existence of a ruler,” princes represented their power “before’ the people rather than for the people.” During entries, royal figures displayed themselves for the public, defining through symbols the relationships between themselves and their subjects. Such public acts did not seek to circulate information among the public but to control the circulation of information. Christian Jouhaud has come to a similar conclusion on the status of the pamphlets known as the Mazarinades. The public did not produce the pamphlets, but merely read them. These pamphlets, therefore, did not represent widespread opinion but aimed to create it. The public opinion of the medieval and early modern periods cannot be compared to that of today, or even that of eighteenth-century France when readers of different social levels and groups interacted, exchanging ideas. In this context, the hundreds of scurrilous pamphlets on Marie Antoinette, circulated by scores of different presses, suggest that that this queen was indeed disliked by a large and diverse public. Nothing comparable exists for medieval or early modern queens.

And yet, if Habermas’s notion of public opinion as the ideas produced and circulated within an independent public sphere cannot be applied to medieval France, some scholars have historicized the phenomenon, demonstrating that medieval publics did develop and circulate views and that the means by which they did so were varied. In her work on public opinion in early fifteenth-century France, Claude Gauvard concludes that the necessary condition for public opinion is “le partage d’un savoir par la parole entre les membres d’une même communauté” (the sharing of knowledge through words by members of a same community). Shared knowledge, Gauvard continues, is the community’s “voice,” and such knowledge is “approprié, digéré, intériorisé par des individus qui sont désormais des complices parce qu’ils sont les dépositaires et les garants d’un savoir commun” (appropriated, digested, interiorized by individuals who now become complicit because they possess and guarantee common knowledge). Thus she sees no need for a public sphere from which the king and/or the State is excluded for public opinion to exist. Indeed, in a reversal of Habermas’s notion, she states that genuine public opinion belongs to the medieval rather than modern era: “On
peut même affirmer, de façon paradoxale,” she writes, “alors que l’idée
d’une communauté politique appliquée au Moyen Age fait encore sourire
de nombreux historiens, que le concept d’opinion publique y est plus
opérationnel que de nos jours parce que, dans cette société restée encore
traditionnelle, le désir de conformité l’emporte sur le sentiment des
différences” (We can even state, paradoxically, that although the idea
of a political community, applied to the Middle Ages, brings a smile to
the lips of historians, the concept of public opinion is more applicable
then than it is today, because, in that still traditional society, the desire
for conformity was more important than the feeling of differences).40

The fifteenth-century State shaped public opinion by means of well-
placed propaganda. However, this does not mean that opinion was
merely fed to the public. As Gauvard explains, the public received ideas,
but it also shaped, exchanged, and returned them. She points to the
royal ordinance as a material trace of the workings of public opinion in
political decisions, of reciprocal engagement of the king and the people
through legislation. Certainly in an ordinance, the king expresses his
will and exercises his power. And yet, without the assent of the audi-
ence it addresses, the ordinance will be ineffectual. Presumably the
audience has sought the remedy announced in the ordinance, alerting
the king by its “clameur” to come to its aid to reestablish order. The
dialogic nature of an ordinance is evident in its very form, with the king
adhering to certain ritualistic patterns: the preambles to the ordinances
reveal an “incantatory function.”41 Gauvard notes the “sens de l’écoute,”
the oral sense of the ordinance, emphasizing the visual and auditory
ritual embedded within its text. Letters of remission issued by the king
inscribe a similarly ritualistic dialogue between him and the community
within the jurisdiction affected.

As bureaucracy developed, acquiring a large network of officers
charged with collecting taxes and carrying out the king’s justice, Gauvard
explains, public opinion became separable from the State, often turning
against it. Taxes, originally understood as gifts granted to the king to
cover a circumscribed set of extraordinary expenses, became permanent
during the fourteenth century, when they were needed to support the
war against the English and the “état bureaucratique,” judicial and finan-
cial, which grew all the more rapidly under Charles VI to guarantee the
government’s continued function during his periods of mental illness. Protests against taxes came to be focused on those who collected them and managed the king’s interests more generally, the despised “officiers royaux.” These officers became scapegoats, Gauvard writes, accused of violence contre les faibles, fortune trop vite amassée, et même, dans les cas extrêmes, crimes sexuels. Ces accusations ont un effet de terreur dans l’opinion publique qui voit ses valeurs culturelles bafouées. Alors, rassemblée en foule, par-delà les éléments de différenciation sociale, la communauté perturbée réclame la mort de ceux qui la dérangent.

Françoise Autrand’s work on royal officers under Charles VI notes the same tendency to blame these public servants for the kingdom’s manifold woes. About Charles VI she writes:

Chaque fois qu’un pressant besoin d’argent contrainait le roi à donner la parole à ses sujets, les officiers royaux étaient les premiers mis en cause. De crise en crise reviennent à leur sujet les mêmes doléances, accompagnées des mêmes vœux et suivies d’ordonnances royales identiques prescrivant les mêmes mesures et répétant souvent mot pour mot les mêmes articles: réduction du nombre des sergents, remplacement de la mise en ferme des prévôtés par leur mise en garde, obligation de résidence, enquête générale sur tous les officiers.

[Each time that a pressing need for money forced the king to let his subjects speak, royal officers were the first blamed. From crisis to crisis the same complaints reappear, accompanied by the same wishes and followed by identical ordinances prescribing the same]
measures and often repeating the same articles word for word: reduction in the number of officers, replacement of the system of farming out prévôtés, obligation of residence for the officers, a general investigation of the officers.]

It is crucial to note that popular sentiment against taxes was not turned upon Charles VI, who continued to be loved by his subjects. Bernard Guenée writes that whereas Charles V had been dubbed “The Wise” by the elite, “le peuple” referred to “Charles VI le Bien-Aimé (Well Beloved).”\textsuperscript{45} The public also spared the queen its hatred. Were the modern perceptions of Isabeau’s extreme unpopularity with her contemporaries accurate, we would discover traces of an outraged community turned against her similar to what we find for the “officiers royaux.” However, as we have seen, no record of such popular sentiment against the queen exists, just the few references to her negative reputation spread by Burgundians wishing her ill in 1405–1406, the years during which Jean of Burgundy made his first bid for power.

Against this short-lived propaganda, we will now consider the positive maternal images current throughout Isabeau’s lifetime, images shared by chroniclers, presented by the king to his subjects in official documents read before the public, and acted out in entries. To return to the question with which we began this section—the question of why we should grant any source more credence than we grant Pintoin’s four negative chronicle entries for 1405 or the “Songe véritable”—we believe that Gauvard’s analysis of public documents offers an answer. Although royal ordinances and entries imposed a particular image of the queen upon the community, the community interacted positively with such images because they conformed to its shared notions of queenship, and, in accepting them, the public absorbed them, making them its own. Certainly this is not what Habermas means by public opinion. However, this maternal imagery is what the public would have heard and seen of the queen, and, absent any record of popular dissent, it seems reasonable to conclude that the Parisians’ view of the queen would have come to them refracted through such imagery. If we search further than Pintoin and the “Songe véritable,” all indications suggest that the queen was well loved. Within her own circle, the loyalty of her
intimates was noteworthy. In his study of her household, Yann Grandeau concludes that the stability of her personnel was “exceptional during a time of disorder, when impatient courtisans, greedy, unwilling to compromise, changed master according to the success of the factions.” This, he continues, “bears witness to her virtues. Catherine de Villiers served her nearly thirty years, Amélie de Moy over twenty-five, twenty-four for Isabelle de Malicorne. Two or maybe three generations of de La Fauconnières were faithful to her.” Beyond this small, intimate circle, the most frequently deployed image of Isabeau is maternal. We cannot speak of Isabeau as a popular or unpopular figure in the sense we use today, when information on a public figure circulates within a wide public sphere. However, we propose that regarded through the optic provided by Gauvard’s notion of medieval public opinion, Isabeau was embraced as a maternal figure offering the hope of protection against the warring dukes.

Mother of the Dauphin

On September 5, 1408, having just returned to Paris from Melun where she had retreated with her children after Jean Petit’s justification of the assassination of Louis of Orleans, carried out under the order of Jean of Burgundy, Isabeau met with the Royal Council at the Louvre to determine how best to manage the aggressive Duke. Pintoin writes that Jean Juvénal des Ursins, the queen’s lawyer, explained before a gathering composed of the Princes of the Blood, barons, prelates, and a large multitude of respected men (“circumspекторum virorum multitudine copiosa”) that the king had once more granted the queen and her son sovereign powers to care for the affairs of the kingdom during his absences. Pintoin then adds an important detail about Juvénal des Ursins’s discourse. In explaining why the king had decided that Isabeau should continue as head of the royal council, Juvénal des Ursins cited as a positive example Blanche of Castile, who had earlier ruled the kingdom with her son, Saint Louis. Juvenal des Ursins associates Isabeau with the most famously pious and beloved queen mother in the French imaginary.

There are two points to make about this chronicle entry. First,
its accuracy is confirmed by a long series of ordinances promulgated between 1393 and 1409, in which the king reaffirmed Isabeau’s authority to perform various duties during his absences: specifically, to serve as guardian for the dauphin, mediate between the warring princes, and preside over the royal council. The very frequency with which such ordinances about the queen’s position were made suggests a struggle between those who stood to lose with her increased authority, on the one hand, and, on the other, the king and the public inscribed in the ordinances, who desired peace during the king’s absences. The salutation and the form of royal ordinances in general, as Gauvard has pointed out, appeal to a public whose assent was required for the realization of the ordinance, that is, without whose assent the decree would remain ineffective. The chronicle entry describing Juvénal des Ursins’s discourse dramatizes the lawyer’s interpellation of a wide group of subjects, requesting the support without which the king’s ordinance would be useless.

Second, the emphasis upon motherhood inserted Isabeau into a genealogy of beloved queen mothers to whom the burgeoning Mariology of the twelfth century had offered a new prestige. The image of Isabeau to which the public was asked to assent was that of queen mother, utterly devoted to the dauphin, working to prepare him for the position he would occupy one day. This same image informs the royal ordinances. The regency ordinance of 1393 justified Isabeau’s primacy in the guardianship of the dauphin with reference to her positive maternal qualities: “the mother has a greater and more tender love for her children, and with a soft and caring heart takes care of and nourishes them more lovingly than any other person, no matter how closely related, and for this reason, she is to be preferred above all others.” To mention just one more of the many regency ordinances promulgated by the king and the royal council over the years, that of May 1403 assigns the queen the duty of supervising the king during his illnesses to ensure that he not be persuaded to do anything to the detriment of the kingdom. The queen, Charles explains, is the person the most apt to perform such oversight, because she is the one to whom “appartient garder le bien, prouffit de Nous & de nostre Royaume, & de noz Enfans, plus que à nul autre” (belongs the task of guarding the good belonging to us and to our kingdom, and to our children, more than to any other). Wife,
queen, mother: Charles collapses Isabeau’s roles, representing her as the protector of the entire kingdom.

Isabeau had herself reminded Parisians visually of her role as mother of the dauphin just days before the discourse of Juvénal des Ursins when she and the boy made their entry into Paris. The Parisians greeted her with great joy, according to the chronicler Monstrelet. He writes that Isabeau’s own chariot followed behind her son, the dauphin, who was riding a white horse led by four men on foot. The entry staged the hierarchy of authority that was to be maintained: the queen rode discreetly behind the dauphin, there to guide him when necessary. But, above all, in the procession she demonstrated that she required the support of the public to stave off Jean’s aggression. Visibly, a young son and his mother were unprepared on their own to stand up to the powerful Duke of Burgundy. Pintoin’s chronicle also makes clear that the public assented to the queen as she presented herself during entries. Followed the Peace of Auxerre in 1412, as Pintoin describes it, Louis, the dauphin, entered Paris the last week of September, accompanied by his cousins, and behind them, the Dukes of Burgundy and Bourbon. When the queen entered three days later, “[P]lebs universa reginam venerabilem iterum ingredientem suscepit et cum tanta exuberanti leticia, ut laudes sibi regias acclamarent, ac si suscepissent regem qui de adversariis regni triumphasset” (The entire people again received the entering venerable queen and acclaimed her with such exuberant joy, such royal laud, it was as if they were receiving a king returning to the realm from triumphing over enemies).

Once again, we are not suggesting that the public had access to information about the queen that it circulated and used to form an opinion. Rather, what we see is the crowd interacting with an image of the queen that has been offered it, but that it accepts into its collective values as necessary to its own well-being. The crowd fervently supports the queen in her task as mother and mediator guiding the dauphin to maturity. An active collectivity of subjects rallying behind the queen is also evoked in Christine de Pizan’s “Épistre a la Royne de France” of October 5, 1405, where the poet, like Juvénal des Ursins, draws on the image of Blanche of Castile. The epistle’s primary purpose is to reinforce the queen’s authority to mediate between the warring dukes, Louis and Jean. Several
of Charles VI’s ordinances command the king’s unruly male relatives to heed the truces negotiated by the queen, whom he has appointed mediator when he himself is sick. As we have noted, the fact that the order is repeated in successive ordinances indicates that the queen had difficulty in enforcing the agreements she negotiated. Christine’s epistle appears just one week before still another royal ordinance ordering the dukes, on penalty of bodily harm, to submit themselves to her arbitration. As a reader of the Grandes Chroniques de France, Christine would have been familiar with the story of Blanche of Castile and the child Louis IX harassed by the barons of the realm. The chronicle recounts how the barons did not believe that Blanche, a woman, was fit to rule a kingdom (“qu’il n’apartenoit pas à fame de tel chose faire”) and plotted to seize the young king. Hearing this, “la royne sa mere” asked the powerful men of Paris to come to her aid. She then sent letters throughout the kingdom asking for further support. A great army assembled at Paris to safeguard the young king from his enemies. The parallel that Christine draws between Blanche and Isabeau, both harassed by aggressive lords, is clear. Blanche takes the child Louis in her arms, and, extending him towards the quarreling barons, she demands that they look at their king and remember that he will soon reach the age of majority, at which point they will not want to have angered him earlier. Christine’s epistle thus invokes a collectivity of subjects dedicated to the common welfare to support the queen mother and heir against the selfishly motivated dukes.

Isabeau bore twelve children, thus she would have been pregnant during many of her appearances before the public. Already during her first major public appearance, her grand entry into Paris of August, 1389, to be crowned, she was pregnant with Isabelle, who would be born in November. Gordon Kipling suggests that the iconography of the entry associated the queen with the Virgin, the ultimate exemplum for queen mothers, creating parallels between the queen’s entry into Paris and the Virgin’s assumption into heaven. “Just as an octave Sunday constitutes a second commemoration of a feast,” he writes, “so Queen Isabella’s entry could be seen as a second commemoration of the Virgin’s Assumption.” Passing beneath the Porte-aux-peintres, Isabeau was crowned queen of paradise by two angels descending to lay a crown upon her head. The chronicle explains that a Virgin with child was depicted above the gate
of Saint Denis. The pilgrimages that Isabeau made to Saint-Sanctin-
de-Chuisnes, near Chartres, which contained a belt of the Virgin Mary,
before the births of Isabelle, Jeanne, Charles, Marie, Michelle, and Jean,
further guaranteed that she would have been visible as a caring mother
throughout the years.⁶⁰

That Isabeau’s supporters would emphasize her maternity before the
public whose consent they courted is not surprising. It is clear, however,
that the image of the queen mother watching over her son enjoyed wider
purchase, for it was drawn on even by a public in active rebellion. During
the Cabochian revolt, Jean de Troyes, addressed the dauphin on behalf of
a group of rebels described by Pintoin as 20,000 strong. Jean de Troyes
scolded the young man for allowing himself to be seduced by the advice
of traitors. The venerable queen, his mother, Jean admonishes, and the
princes of the fleur-de-lis were deeply saddened by his behavior.⁶¹ Even
among those who would have been the most apt to criticize the royal
family, Isabeau’s maternity is her most salient feature, her motherly
disappointment called upon to shame the dauphin.

Isabeau’s maternal image was perdurable. In 1418, three years after the
death of the dauphin Louis, when the dauphin Charles (later Charles
VII) named himself regent of the realm, he sent out letters to the towns
of France soliciting their support.⁶² In these letters he refers to his
mother as having been kidnapped by Jean of Burgundy from her prison
in Tours, where she had been banished by the Orleanists (known after
1410, when Bernard of Armagnac assumed leadership, as the Armag-
nacs), who had turned against her following the death of the dauphin
Louis. That Charles believed that his mother had been kidnapped is
uncertain, nor is it known whether she called upon her old enemy Jean
of Burgundy for deliverance or whether he called upon her to install a
government against the Armagnacs. But that Charles preempts charges
of maternal betrayal is significant: the queen mother was a potent sym-
bol, and her support would work to his advantage. The image of Isabeau
held hostage by the Burgundians is further deployed in pamphlets sup-
porting Charles around the time of the Treaty of Troyes.⁶³ The queen
had so long been recognized as the force behind the dauphin that audi-
ences were more likely to believe that she was acting against her will
than otherwise. Deeply ingrained, the image of Isabeau as mother of the dauphin resonates even at this late stage.

Finally, in his chronicle for 1431, the Bourgeois of Paris paints a moving picture of Isabeau responding to a gesture from her grandson, the child Henry VI, as he passed by her window during his entry into Paris. She had sent her daughter Catherine off to England as the queen of Henry V. At the sight of the boy, living link to Catherine and reminder of the many sons she had born and lost before they could sit on the throne, the queen dissolved in tears.\textsuperscript{64}

**Conclusion**

The suggestion that Isabeau’s reputation among her contemporaries was first and foremost that of protective mother of the dauphin may seem strange, because her black legend has long insisted on her neglect of her children. Typical of this attitude, we read, “For a long time Isabeau had taken no pleasure in maternity. She enjoyed a new pregnancy only because it offered her the pretext to give herself a present, the rights to a toll road, a new abbey, a chateau surrounded by good land. The Bavarian woman loved riches.”\textsuperscript{65} And yet, quite the opposite seems to have been true. Contemporary sources attest to Isabeau’s maternal solicitude. When her children were small they lived alongside her at the Hôtel Saint-Pol. They went with her when she travelled.\textsuperscript{66} Pintoin describes her acute sorrow when she discovered at the wedding of her young son Jean that the boy was to be removed from her care and raised by the parents of his new wife in Hainaut. When the Countess of Hainaut moved to take the boy with her, Pintoin reports, an argument broke out between the women. But Isabeau could not halt Jean’s departure for it formed part of the marriage agreement.\textsuperscript{67} As we noted above, Isabeau also demonstrated her maternal love at the death of her youngest son, the premature Philip. Pintoin records the Queen’s distress at this loss, which threw “her into agony” and caused her to lament “throughout the time of the delivery.”\textsuperscript{68} Loving maternity, then, seems to have been the predominant image associated with Isabeau, an image promoted by royal authority, but, as its use by different groups suggests, one that was widely accepted and circulated.
To return to the point with which we began, we believe that it is possible to coax information about how women of the past were viewed from chronicles and other sources. However, as we hope to have shown, caution is crucial in evaluating traces of a powerful woman’s reputation. Any assessment of a queen’s contemporary reputation requires a careful reading of its traces to discover who was circulating the story, what the motives for circulating it would have been, which public would have received it, and how that public would have received it. Not that such inquiries always reveal queens to have been more positively viewed than previously believed. At least one investigation of a queen long presumed to have been well loved has discovered that her contemporaries thought rather badly of her: John Carmi Parsons has shown that queen of England Eleanor of Castile acquired her positive reputation after her death.69

Stories of female reputation often had little interest for the chroniclers in charge of a society’s major narratives, unless the point was to discredit for political purposes. Thus the interpretation of “rumors” is a difficult project, forcing one to rely on indirect methods, to listen for a disjointed narrative lying below the surface of the story recounted by authors with agendas. Nonetheless, in the case of Isabeau, it seems possible to write with confidence that attempts to ruin the queen’s reputation have been mistaken for a negative public opinion of her, and, moreover, that the predominant image of her is recoverable. Her example demonstrates the necessity of resisting the easy lure of characterizing queens of the medieval and early modern periods as unpopular.
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